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Abstract: 
 

The paper is dealing with the method putting audio, video, still photography together 
to get the best effect for an normal audience to transport actual problems mainly in 
visual form without putting to much effort into text. 

 

1 What is multimedia 
 
Multimedia is so effective because it is a chance for interdisciplinary and discipline 
combining cooperation, therefore science and teaching has to be interdisciplinary in 
multimedia projects .The technology of modern media has produced new possibilities of 
interaction. Recognising the increasing significance of media in culture we have to try new 
ways of design especially with pictures and video. 
  

2 Images 
 
Images mean two different, but intimately related things. We have images when we use our 
sense of vision. We see physical objects but we speak of i9mages also in a more universal 
sense. Our thoughts, inventions, and fantasies are sensory images not produced by the 
presence of physical objects. Furthermore images may be immobile like rocks or full of action 
like living bodies. Both of them, however, are subject to “coming and going”. Physical 
objects suffer from the fragility of matter”. In the more active media of communication there 
is a difference in the degree to which the audience communicates. The technique of modern 
media has produced new possibilities of interaction. The awareness and understanding of our 
experiences depends on the interaction of stable lasting images and the coming and going of 
happenings in time. The stationary images allow us to explore the world in its being, while the 
transitory ones let us follow what takes place in sequence. 
 
 

3 New way of multimedia 
In our example it will be shown how still images, music and video can be combined to make 
awareness to a special subject like Europe or photography without speaking text only by 
starting awareness through music, images and videos. 
 

3.1 Techniques 
It will be explained after showing our multimedia example how awareness can be reached and 
what programs and techniques can be used to get an optimal result. Mainly visual awareness 
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is necessary to reach the audience. Music is a good way to make the images more effective 
and transparent. Also the combination between still and motion pictures is also optimising 
awareness of the audience 
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